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Introduction
-playing video games releases dopamine
-taking a game away from someone addicted to video games can show behavior 
problems and aggression
-games help visual perception
-games improve ability to switch between tasks
-games help info processing
-prefrontal cortex goes through major reorganization during adolescence

-grey matter increase after playing action games for 90hrs (spatial learners)
-puzzle games can improve executive brain functions
-focus games help with attention
-focus games help with memory
-focus games help decision making
-focus games help with pattern recognition
-puzzle games improve concentration
-video games can put stress on people (depending on genre)
-action video games can affect multi-tasking
-action video games can affect visual short-term memory

-lower activity in brain areas for playing violent games for 2 weeks
-violent video games for 30mins lowered activity in prefrontal regions of brain
-playing action video games enhances visual capabilities
-playing violent video games for 10-20mins increases aggressivethoughts
-gaming helps memory

-gaming helps attention
-strategy games improve brain function
-gaming improves eye-to-hand coordination
-action real-time games lead to improvements in visual attention
-video games help with critical thinking
-video games improve motor skills
-video games improve decision making abilities
-strategy games can increase the brain’s gray matter
-grey matter loss after playing action games for 90hrs (using brain’s autopilot 
and reward system to navigate)

Notes

Dopamine: helps you think, plan, strive, and focus

The most notable things from the notes is 

that playing video games releases dopamine. 

Dopamine helps you think, plan, strive, and 

focus. Gaming helps with many other things 

such as, memory, attention, motor skills, 

decision making abilities, and brain function.



Question and Predictions
How will different types of  video games affect the time and correctness of  completing a multiplication table?

After playing the violent game, Fortnite, 

there will be a faster time completing 
the table but maybe with less correct 

answers than average. There will be a faster 
time completing the table due to adrenaline. 

There will be less correct answers due 

to adrenaline or distraction thinking about a 
fight or something else from the game.

After playing the skill game, Geometry Dash, 

there will be around the same amount of time 
(but less) completing the table with less 

correct answers than average. There will but a 
little less time from critical thinking. There will 
be less correct answers from frustration and 
thinking too much about what happened.

After playing the puzzle game, Cut The 

Rope, there will be around the same 
amount of time (but less) completing the 

table with more correct answers than 
average. There will be a little less time 

from critical thinking and better attention. 

There will be more correct answers from 
critical thinking after playing.



Investigative Methods and Procedure
Materials Needed:
-Pencil or pen
-6 multiplication tables (every 2 are a different set of 
equations)
-A device to play games on
-A device to time yourself (including a stopwatch and 
timer feature)

Procedure:
1. Time yourself solving a multiplication table
2. Play the given game for 1 hour
3. Time yourself solving the same set of 
multiplication equations again.
4. Do steps 1-3 two more times. Every session is a 
different genre of game. Every session has a 
new different multiplication equation table.

The first session's game is Fortnite, a violent game.
The second session's game is Cut The Rope, a puzzle game.
The third session's game is Geometry Dash, a skill game.

Independent variables 

-Time playing games
-Type of game

Dependent variables

-Amount correct or incorrect in multiplication table

-Time to complete multiplication table

Control variables

-Doing the same games

-Doing the same equations



Results and Data Visualization

Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4 Person 5

Violent-
Game 1

100/100
3:08

99/100
2:05

94/100
6:09

98/100
6:18

100/100
4:05

Puzzle-
Game 2

97/100
4:55

100/100
2:49

97/100
7:08

98/100
6:02

100/100
3:18

Skill-
Game 3

95/100
2:30

99/100
1:43

100/100
3:55

96/100
5:57

100/100
4:26

Pre-Game Multiplication Table Results

Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4 Person 5

Violent-
Game 1

98/100
2:46

99/100
1:44

91/100
6:00

95/100
5:54

99/100
3:30

Puzzle-
Game 2

99/100
4:01

99/100
1:55

96/100
4:55

96/100
5:45

99/100
3:22

Skill-
Game 3

98/100
2:58

100/100
1:49

100/100
3:24

96/100
5:46

100/100
3:56

Post-Game Multiplication Table Results

Average Answers and 
Time (After Playing)

Violent
Game 1

96.4/100
4:38

Puzzle
Game 2

97.8/100
4:59

Skill
Game 3

98.8/100
3:47

The average results after playing the violent game have the least correct answers out of the results, also with the second longest time. The 
puzzle game's average results have the second to least correct answers along with the longest time to complete the table. The skill game's 
average has the most correct answers along with the shortest time. Person 5 and Person 2 didn’t show differences between before and after in 
their correct answers. Though, their times from before and after showed a difference in how long it took to complete the same equations. The 
skill game results show everybody had different times, along with different results though the majority got 100.



Discussion and Interpretation
For this experiment, 5 people solved a multiplication table, timing themselves. Then, played the given game for 1 
hour and solved a multiplication table again, timing themselves. The results show what happened in two ways: 
the correctness and the time. For example, Person 5 and Person 2 couldn't really show how the video games 
affected their brains because they know basic equations well, their time gave us a conclusion on how the games 
they played affected them.

Playing a violent video game resulted in less critical thinking, or possibly distraction. The violent video game always 
resulted in a faster time comparing the pre-game table and the post-game table. Though, the average time was 
4:38, which is still a slow time. There were also less correct answers comparing the pre-game table and the post-
game table. The average answers are 96.4, which is the least correct average answers out of the three sessions.

Playing a puzzle game most likely resulted in frustration and having a hard time thinking. The puzzle video game 
resulted in a faster time completing the table comparing the pre-game table and the post-game table. Though, the 
average time after 1 hour is 4:59, which is the slowest average time out of the three sessions. There were less 
correct answers comparing the pre-game table and the post-game table at an average of 97.8.

Playing a skill game resulted in great critical thinking. The skill video game had mixed results with both faster and 
slower times comparing the pre-game and the post-game table. The average time is 3:47. This average time is the 
fastest out of the three sessions. There were more correct answers for the people whose results changed, at an 
average of 98.8, which is the most correct average answers out of the three sessions.

My hypothesis stated the violent video game would cause less correct answers with a faster time comparing the pre-game table 
and the post-game table. The results match this. For the puzzle game, my hypothesis states time will be around the 
same comparing the pre-game table and the post-game table with more correct answers. The results show that time changed 
notably and there were less correct answers, so my hypothesis was wrong. For the skill game, my hypothesis states time will be 
around the same with less correct answers comparing the pre-game table to the post-game table. The results show mixed 
results with both faster and slower times with more correct answers. So, my hypothesis was wrong for this.
In conclusion, different types of video games affect your brain differently.



Implications and Ideas for Future Research

This project is important because video games are popular, and people 

spend a lot of their time playing them and I wondered what they would do to 

your brain. People can play video games anywhere at any time. For example, if 

you have an hour or two to yourself, you might play one on your phone and 

it might affect your brain in a way that you might not know of. After reading 

this presentation, you might want to play a skill game for a bit before you do 

some homework so you can critically think and get it done fast with good 

answers. Maybe, you will play violent games less after reading my 

presentation. You'll learn more about how each game affects your brain.

For another project to build on this, I 
could extend the time playing the game, do 

another worksheet for something other than 
math, do different genres, do more sessions, or 

get more people.



Lab Notebook

Photos taken by Shawn-Jacob Campbell, taken 2.4.22
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